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I am a constant critic of the BBC* but I find myself as a genuinely puzzled defender of their EU referendum
coverage. The accusation from Remain supporters** is that the BBC should have abandoned its statutory
requirement for balance/impartiality and said clearly that the Leave campaigns was a pack of lies and that sensible
people should vote Remain.
There are a number of objections to this.
Firstly, Leavers like Douglas Carswell are pretty good at showing in detail [go look at his Twitter feed] how on many
occasions the BBC was perfectly capable of making assumptions that implied that this issue was merely a question
of managerial economics and that Leavers are essentially barking and bigoted. In the framing of questions or
discussions I rarely felt that the BBC’s staff were taking a Leave point of view. When they did it had that earnest feel
of someone trying to speak in a foreign language. That’s because the BBC is packed full of people like me.
Remainers.
Secondly, the BBC did do its job of showing the fundamental pro-Remain argument. As the Guardian’s Raphael Behr
has pointed out in his excellent narrative of the campaign, that top-down, Establishment message dominated the
early phase. Sadly for Remain, the Leave campaign were adept at changing the narrative to something the public
could understand and that they cared about. As Behr’s pro-Remain piece admits, their argument was hopelessly
elitist and un-engaging.
Thirdly. The BBC has a requirement for balance. I am not sure you would really like it if the BBC started to take an
overt line on big issues and then pursued them with the ferocity of the newspapers. The BBC is a safe haven of
boring, middle of the road, fact-orientated journalism. A stage for national debate. If politicians are dumb enough to
put a major constitutional issue on a binary ballot paper then it behoves the BBC to give equal air-time to both sides.
What else could it do? Bleep out any reference to ‘£350 million a week returned to the NHS’? This is quite a practical
problem. BBC presenters and their website challenged dubious assertions like that but this is how public service
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broadcasting works. If you want partiality then go and buy the Guardian or the FT. And regular readers will know that
I defend their right to be wholly biased to the point of distortion. But not the BBC.
As I have said elsewhere, blame the politicians (and even the public) rather than the journalists. But that’s a bit
complacent of me. I agree with the BBC’s Justin Webb that we do need a proper debate about this, but I have yet to
hear anyone come up with something apart from special pleading.
One thing that we Remainers have to accept is that we lost the debate. As I warned before the campaign, the worst
thing would be if the pro-EU camp took a patronising, top-down approach that assumed the status quo was a valid
case. That’s what happened and reality intruded. Many of the claims made by the Remain camp – ‘Project Fear’ –
were overblown (though the post Brexit reality is tough). I suspect that blaming the BBC is just good therapy for
people who are bored of attacking Murdoch (especially because ‘his’ Times advocated Remain) but if someone can
make a real case why this challenges the BBC’s dull but worthy and important duty to be ‘balanced’ or ‘impartial’
then please let me know.
I understand the case that there is no such thing as pure objectivity. I know all about NYU professor Jay Rosen’s
point about ‘news from nowhere’: that just saying ‘on the one hand, one the other’ is not good enough. Well, I think
the BBC did try to get beyond that. But this was a genuine debate and they had an obligation to take the ‘other side’
seriously. The fact that Leave won does suggest that people believe in what they said.
[*full disclosure: I worked there for a decade a long time ago and have collaborated with them while at LSE, though I
have never managed to get any money out of them. I am also an adviser to the Commons Select Committee on
Media which inquired into BBC Charter renewal]
[** full disclosure 2: I am a Remainer,  an historical europhile who believes that we should stay in the EU. I am a
federalist (in the real sense) who believes that the EU has not sorted out the problems that globalisation brings, but
is still our best hope]
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